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Ship weather routing

Plan
I the problem,
I WRM approach,
I experimentations.

Search optimised routes for ships in an environment that changes
with the time.



Ship weather routing

Environmental factors
I wind (speed, direction),
I waves (direction, height,. . . ),

affect ship performances
I consumption,
I progression,

SOG with 15-knots wind, power levels 5 kW, 10 kW, 15 kW, 25 kW, 50 kW



Ship weather routing : Route

departure destination

Route :
I a trajectory,
I a value representing the speed at each point of the trajectory.

speed parameter
I SOG, engine power level, shaft rotation speed,. . .



Ship weather routing

departure destination

Optimize :
I cost,
I safety, green gazes emissions, comfort, duration,. . .

Constraints : dates, forbidden/penalized regions, bad weather
conditions,. . .

The search space is continuous in space as in time
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westbound directions, respectively. 
Forecast is produced based on data gathered from satellites, buoys, 

and local climatological measurement stations. These data are provided 
by meteorological institutes or commercial companies. Examples 
include the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System 
(NOGAPS) developed by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and the 
Navy’s Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center 
(GNMOC). In Europe the Integrate Forecast System (IFS) is developed by 
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. The EU has 
also developed the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service 
(CMEMS) that provides wave forecasts using satellite altimetry data, 
numerical models, and in situ data. CMEMS additionally offers products 
and services for maritime safety, coastal and marine environment, and 
climate related issues. We have to note here that when it comes to 
weather forecast data there are significant uncertainties in place. As 
Hinnenthal and Clauss (2010) note, deterministic forecasts do not pro-
vide information on the reliability of the prediction. To enhance the 
robustness of the selected routes they suggest ensemble forecasts to 
capture variability in the weather development. Wang and Meng 
(2012b) consider the uncertainties in weather as well as port time at 
berth by adjusting the sailing speed of ships in their network design and 
the maximum allowable transit times between port calls. Du et al. 
(2015) use robust optimization to minimize the total fuel consumption 
of a ship over a round-trip voyage taking into account the uncertainty in 
fuel consumption rates caused by weather conditions. Skoglund et al. 

(2015) compare deterministic and ensemble forecasts in weather rout-
ing and show that the latter can reduce the risk of late arrivals. The 
authors however stress that the use of ensemble forecasts requires sig-
nificant computational power and propose multi-stage optimization 
based on these forecasts. 

Over the years with increased computational power more accurate 
data can be processed and high quality wind information can lead to the 
design of improved weather analysis tools (Perera and Guedes Soares, 
2017) and improved savings. Papadimitriou et al. (2019) discuss the 
potential of space tools, applications, and some initiatives by the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA) in order to contribute in reaching the objec-
tives set out in the European maritime related policy areas. 
Technological advances in satellite altimetry offer the potential for 
providing timely ocean current information which could be used when 
optimizing strategic ship routes. These methods offer the advantage of 
more accurately estimating dynamic current velocities and thus facili-
tate the planning of a better route. In one of the first studies to use 
satellite altimetry data, McCord et al. (1999) report average fuel savings 
of 2.5% over 486 simulated voyages through dynamic programming. 
The authors note that using error-free nowcasts the fuel savings could 
reach on average 11.1%, thereby stressing the impact of accurate fore-
casts. However, satellite altimetry data require significant time for 
collection and processing before delivering the information (optimal 
path) to the end user, and therefore the information could be an inac-
curate description of the actual current patterns in areas of substantial 

Fig. 2. Publishing trend in the area of ship weather routing and voyage optimization. 
Source: Scopus February 2020. 

Fig. 3. Retrieved results breakdown by academic discipline.  

T.P.V. Zis et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Zis, T.P., Psaraftis, H.N., Ding, L. : Ship weather routing : A taxonomy and survey.
Ocean Engineering 213, 107697 (2020).
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WRM : metaheuristic
I launch many times a simple forward algorithm on simplified

versions of the problem
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The decoding of these files allows the 
construction of true wind, current and waves fields 
for the sailing time window. The parameters of these 
fields are presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Parameters of weather and sea state 

 True wind speed  
 True wind direction  

 Current speed  
 Current direction  
 Swell height  
 Swell period  
  Swell direction  

 
As the meteorological grid weather does not 

correspond to the route's points , a space 
interpolation of the data is done. For that purpose, 
we used 2D linear interpolation techniques to 
estimate the encountered conditions during the 
whole time window for each . In addition, the 
time dependency of the fields can be easily taken 
into account by interpolation in time. 

4 MESHING SENSITIVITY TO ITS PARAMETERS 

The main advantage of the method compared to 
the previous approaches is that the rhombus 
definition is based on physical parameters (Tab. 2) 
easily adjusted and tuned by the captain. The 
journey is defined by  and . The design of 
the boat imposes  and the four other meshing's 
parameters define its geometry. On Fig. 4, two 
different values of each adjustable parameters are 
shown. The dots corresponds to the navigable nodes 
and the cross to the non navigable ones These 
parameters are left in user's hand but a great 
attention must be brought to their value since they 
define the manner the research space is discretized 
and then the fineness of the solution. 

 
Table 2: Physical parameters defining the meshing 

 Departure point  
 Arrival point  
 Maximum speed of the vessel  
 Objective time  

 Number of levels  
 Distance between nodes  

  Course changes per hour  
 
Moreover the discretization of the research space 

is uniform because of the spherical definition of the 
meshing. This property is interesting for long 
voyages since the routes will be equi-distributed on 

Earth's surface. Of course for short travels, the 
Earth's roundness is too small to have an influence 
on the meshing definition so a planar definition of 
the rhombus is more convenient. 

 

 
Figure  4: Sensitivity to meshing's parameters 

5 CONSUMPTION MODELING 

At this point, the set of possible routes has been 
defined and the physical magnitudes have been 
calculated. In the perspective of optimizing the route 
of the vessel, a cost function has to be defined in 
order to select the best track. 

In the literature, various approaches are proposed. 
For example Zappoli (1972) chose the sailing time 

“Multi-Objective Optimization of Motor Vessel Route.”
Marie, S., Courteille, E. 2009

weather conditions. All of these factors should be treated as

constraint conditions in future studies.

4 Dynamic programming

4.1 Advantages of the 3DDP method

Dynamic programming is a method that can solve complex

problems by breaking them down into many simpler sub-
problems. The term ‘‘stage’’ is used in the 3DDP method to

represent the divisions of a sequence of various subprob-

lems of a system. The control vector is chosen at each
stage. Subproblems are calculated stage by stage. Infor-

mation from the preceding stage is used to determine the

control variables of the next stage. The parameters used to
describe a stage must be variables that monotonically

increase as the ship voyage or route optimisation pro-

gresses. In ship routing problems, time, fuel consumption,
and voyage progress monotonically increase during a

voyage, so all of these three variables can be used to define

a stage. The study reported in [14] uses time to describe its
stages; Calvert and De Wit [4, 5] used voyage progress to

describe stages; and in [6, 7] fuel consumption is utilised to

describe stages. Each stage consists of many states, which
are defined as a specifically measurable condition of the

ship, such as time and geographic location. If time is

chosen as the stage variable, the states of the stage can be
defined by possible locations that the ship could pass. If

voyage progress and fuel consumption are chosen as the

stage variables, the states should be defined by time and
possible geographical positions.

The 2DDP method uses voyage progress as the stage

variable. It assumes during the route optimisation that ships
sail at a constant propeller rotation speed or a constant

engine power for the entire voyage. There is a one-to-one

relationship between ship position and time. Thus, time is
not needed as a variable to specify states in this method.

Several authors [14–16] have already attempted to solve

the weather routing problem by using 3DDP in which both
engine power and shipping course are used as the control

variables during a voyage. Aligne et al. [14] chose time as

the stage variable and used the forward algorithm; Calvert
[15] and Chen [16] employed voyage progress as the stage

variable and used the backward algorithm. The 3DDP

method presented in this paper employs voyage progress as
the stage variable, together with the use of the forward

algorithm.

In the forward algorithm, the initial departure time is
fixed; the arrival time at a location at which the optimi-

sation calculation has progressed to can be treated as a

flexible parameter. This allows a set of routes with mini-
mum fuel consumption to be obtained, corresponding to

different arrival times at the current location that the

optimisation has focused upon. This is a logical process in
line with the ship operation along a voyage course.

Compared with the use of time as the stage variable, the

advantage of using voyage progress as the stage variable is
that a coarser grid system can be used, which will save

much computation time. When voyage progress is chosen

as the stage variable, the headings of the ship are prede-
fined by the grid points, so the power delivered by the

engine becomes the only control variable.

4.2 Grid design

Dynamic programming uses a grid system to specify the

spatial layout of stages and states used in the algorithm

calculation. Since the great circle is the optimum route
through calm water from the departure point to the desti-

nation, it is chosen as the reference route when construct-

ing the grid system used in the 3DDP route optimisation.
As described above, the states of a stage are of three-

dimensional (i.e. time and geographical location, with a

unit spacing of DY, perpendicularly away from the great
circle). The farthest states of a stage from the great circle

are locations that the ship may pass to avoid bad weather or

sea conditions. Grids should be deleted when they cross
islands/rocks en route. Unlike traditional dynamic pro-

gramming, the time variable for states in the 3DDP is not

fixed. It is determined as the optimisation procedure
progresses.

Figure 7 shows an example of state projections on a

longitude 9 latitude plane where 16 stages have been
allocated ð1; 2; 3. . .16Þ from the start to the destination of

the shipping route. The distance between neighbouring

stages is always DX. The total number of stages is deter-
mined by the total distance of the route and the available

computing capacity.
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Fig. 7 Projections of the space grid system on a longitude 9 latitude
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“Development of a novel forward dynamic programming method for weather routing’ ”
Shao, W., Zhou, P., Thong, S. 2011
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 When latitude L1, L2 have same sign, then the signs of SinL1 
SinL2 and CosL1 TanL2 are (+); otherwise they are (-).

- then set a distance X, and along the great circle route set 
segmentation points (Lx, λx) at intervals of  X. The location 
(Lx, λx) of a segmentation point from a departure point with 
a certain distance Dx and initial course C is calculated by 
the formula:

(4)

(5)

- then, using each segmentation point as a basis, extend 
the longitude line to the north and south and pick a set 
distance Y to establish each segmentation point, so that 
the coordinates have the same longitude and different 
latitude;

- then connect these segmentation points in the north-south, 
east-west direction to form a grid system.

Finally set up the coordinate and node matrix, and the 
route planning will be established on this grid system. With 
advancements in communication and positioning technology 
the grid system and navigational route can be dynamically 
adjusted continuously, according to the latest weather 
conditions and the latest positioning point and end point on 
the great circle route.

4.3. Implementation of Ant Colony Algorithm

First, establish a grid system and its node matrix in the 
navigation area, and provide each node with the appropriate 
initial value in the matrix to form the initial node information 
concentration value matrix. Then, put all the ants on the starting 
point to allow them to move simultaneously toward direction 
of the aim, and to reach the destination point in the end (Fig. 
1). In the process every ant uses the state transition rule and 
undergoes a selection process when gathering at the next node. 
Assuming that the time it takes for an ant to travel from node 
a in the node set i to any node b in the next node set i+1, is the 
same, and distance is not a factor here, all the ants will reach 
the destination simultaneously and complete a circle. After all 
the ants have reached the destination, calculate the objective 

function value (Eq. 1) based on the routes discovered by 
each ant. Each node is also updated with overall information 
quantity, and nodes that are not passed by are treated as 
information quantity evaporation. Repeat this process until the 
optimum route is discovered. The detailed explanation of the 
process is as follows:

4.3.1. Adjustment of information quantity

The number of ants is assumed m. And, every ant chooses 
the next route according to the corresponding probability based 
on the information quantity on the route, instead of choosing 
the route it has previously completed. Upon completing a route 
circle, it produces a corresponding quantity of information 
concentration, based on the total distance of the route, and 
updates the information concentration on the route just 
passed.

With τab (t) representing the information concentration on 
route (a, b) at t-moment, the information concentration on this 
route at t+1 moment is:

(6)

where:
ρ – a constant which indicates that the residual factor of 

information quantity is between 0 and 1, and (1 – ρ) 
represents the information evaporation coefficient

 – the increased information quantity of ant k on route 
(a, b) between t and t+1 moment

(7)

Eq. (7) indicates that the increased information concentration 
is related to the cost of the passed route, and:

Q is a constant which is the total information amount 
produced by each ant; dab is the distance between node a and 
b, which can be calculated through Mercator Sailing, and 
then expressed in terms of other costs, such as time, fuel 
consumption etc. 

Fig. 1. Grid system and Great Circle Route

“An Ant Colony Algorithm for efficient ship routing.”
Tsou, M.C., Cheng, H.C. 2013

186 Yu-Hsien Lin et al. / Applied Ocean Research 43 (2013) 184–194 

Fig. 3. Projections of the grid systems on a geophysical coordinate system calculated by 3DMI method. X 0 is the departure point, whereas X K denotes the destination point. 

Fig. 4. The schematic diagram of calculating the possible state of a stage k + 1 and estimating the arrival position. 
the ship’s captains or mariners to confirm that the seakeeping char- 
acteristics are within the safety requirements. More specifically, the 
objectives of ship routing optimization should involve ( i ) minimum 
passage time, ( ii ) minimum fuel consumption, ( iii ) minimum struc- 
tural damage, ( iv ) minimum ship motions, and ( v ) minimum arrival 
time. 

In this study, the recursive forward algorithm for ship routing op- 
timization is applied based on the 3DMI method, which employs the 
weight, i.e. voyage progress, as the stage variable. As for the forward 

algorithm, both the departure and destination points are fixed at cor- 
responding waypoints. The minimum voyage progress among a set of 
voyage courses would be obtained via the calculation of different ship 
operations. The advantage of 3DMI method is that it allows the ship 
speed and wave heading angle to vary with geographic locations. In 
addition, it is not only used for minimizing the ship route as well as 
ship resistance, but also for enhancing the safety during the voyage 
in advance. 

Since the sea conditions change dynamically, the voyage schedule 

“The optimization of ship weather-routing algorithm based on the composite influence
of multi-dynamic elements.”
Fang, M.C., Lin, Y.H. 2015

A. Veneti et al. / Computers and Operations Research 88 (2017) 220–236  227  

Fig. 2. Dynamic Grid. 
Table 3  
Values of the coefficient f . 

Configuration name f[kn/ft 2 ] 
0 ° ≤!≤ 45  ° following seas 0.0083 
45  ° <  ! <  135  ° beam seas 0.0165  
135  ° ≤!≤ 180 ° head seas 0.0248 

4.3. Ship response 
In order to calculate the navigation time between two points, 

we have to consider the actual ship speed which is usually lower 
than the nominal one due to the added resistances induced by ir- 
regular waves and wind during ship navigation. To this end, the 
ship model described in Mannarini et al. (2013) is used. This model 
is general, independent of specific ship features. According to this 
model, the speed reduction depends only on the significant wave 
height H and the ship-wave relative direction !. The actual ship 
speed V R is calculated using the following equation: 
V R = V (H, !) = V 0 − f (!) · H 2 
The values of the coefficient f are reported in Table 3 . 

If more specific ship characteristics are available, a more real- 
istic model for the vessel response to weather and sea conditions 
could be used. Specifically, we could use the approximate method 
established by Kwon (2008) for predicting the loss of speed caused 
by the added resistance in irregular waves and wind. 
4.4. Fuel consumption 

The fuel consumption F measured in kg per hour is calculated 
using the following equation ( Avgouleas, 2008; Takashima et al., 
2009  ): 
F = s f c · P 
where sfc and P is the specific fuel consumption and the engine 
power in BHP (kW) of the ship respectively. 

Thus, the total fuel consumption along a route is the product of 
its travelling time TrT and the fuel consumption per hour F : 
F C total = T rT · F 
4.5. Voyage safety/risk 

Voyage safety is ensured by taking into account the total risk of 
a route during route calculation as well as the IMO recommenda- 
tions ( IMO, 2007  ) for avoiding dangerous situations. There may be 
different ways of defining the risk, but the exact meaning is hard 
to be captured. According to the FSA Guidelines (MSC 83/INF.2) 
( MSC, 2007  ) risk “is the combination of the frequency and the 
severity of the consequence”. In line with the FSA guidelines, risk 
is defined as the probability of an event multiplied by its conse- 
quences (14) : 
R = P × S (14) 
The proposed model combines the results of a marine accident 
probability ( P ) with the severity of its consequences ( S ). 

Concerning hazard identification, marine accidents are consid- 
ered as potential hazards. These accidents can be divided into 
nine categories: foundered, missing vessel, fire/explosion, col- 
lision, contact, grounding/wrecked/stranded, war loss/hostilities, 
hull/machinery damage and miscellaneous. Fault and/or Event tree 
Analysis, Fuzzy logic and Bayesian networks are the most fre- 
quently used methodologies ( Nivolianitou et al., 2016 ). In our ap- 
proach, we employ the model proposed in Koromila et al. (2014) 
which takes into account dynamic information about a significant 
navigation area as well as the prevailing weather conditions in that 
area and is developed using a Bayesian network method. 

Besides the diversity of methods in risk assessment of maritime 
transportation, there are also many different factors that should be 
considered when evaluating the probability of an accident. Com- 
plex methodologies that take into account weather and environ- 
mental conditions, information about the vessel and the human 
factor have been introduced to calculate the accidental risk of ship- 
ping in a sea area and identify its causes. In particular, in our 

226 A. Veneti et al. / Computers and Operations Research 88 (2017) 220–236  
Table 2 
Comparison of discrete time algorithm of Veneti et al. (2015 a ) and Algorithm 1 in maritime setting. The 
experiment setup is the same as that of Table 8 in Section 6 . 

Start Destination Max Travel Time 
(in hours) Discrete time Algorithm 

of Veneti et al. (2015 a ) 
CPU time (in seconds) 

Algorithm 1 CPU 
time (in seconds) 

Piraeus Paros 3 4 3 
Milos Nauplio 4.5  20 8 
Piraeus Serifos 3 12 5  
Chania Paros 5  29  18 
Piraeus Syros 3.5  12 7  
Piraeus Syros 4 35  13 

Fig. 1. Adjacent nodes. 
Furthermore, the two grids together offer a fast and efficient way 
to retrieve and summarize important information regarding mar- 
itime, geographic and weather data from the area of the Aegean 
Sea in Greece. In the following, more details about the two grids 
are given. 
4.1.1. Static Grid 

The Static Grid is the initial graph structure used for storing 
the static data. These data include not only geographic and bathy- 
metric information, but also information about the statutory pro- 
tected areas of the Aegean Sea. The graph is composed of a two- 
dimensional array. Each array cell corresponds to a specific point 
on the map. However, not all points are valid; specifically, the fol- 
lowing conditions should hold: 
• the point should be located on the sea, 
• the distance of the point from the shore should be greater than 

a particular threshold, which is given as an input parameter, 
• the point should be located in sufficiently deep waters; the 

minimum depth is also given as an input parameter, 
• the point should not be located past the country’s maritime 

borders. 
If a point satisfies all the conditions above, a new node is 

created and assigned to corresponding array cell. The so created 
nodes are connected with each other via bidirectional edges. A 
node can be connected to at most 16 adjacent nodes with different 
directions ( Fig. 1 ). The coordinates of the grid nodes are such that 
the distances between successive grid nodes are approximately the 
same and still allowing a ship to move along the edges with con- 
stant bearing (rhumb line navigation). Again, some edges may not 
be valid and should be removed. Specifically, for an edge to be 
valid, the conditions mentioned above for points must hold for ev- 

ery point along the edge. It is now clear that for constructing the 
Static Grid the following parameters must be given as input: 
• the longitude and latitude of top-left corner point, 
• the edge length (for horizontal and vertical edges only), 
• the number of rows and columns in the array, 
• the aforementioned parameters regarding minimum depth and 

distance from land. 
4.1.2. Dynamic Grid 

The Dynamic Grid enriches the static information from the 
Static Grid with dynamic data. These data include weather fore- 
cast, such as wind direction and speed, significant wave height, 
temperature, as well as risk estimations resulting from these me- 
teorological data ( Koromila et al., 2014 ). For the weather informa- 
tion, both current and future forecasts are retrieved from the Na- 
tional Weather Service. Since, these predictions have a certain time 
granularity, for time instances lacking forecast, the weather condi- 
tions at each node and edge are determined by interpolating the 
nearest in time predictions. Also, for each edge, the risk a vessel 
incurs along the edge given the predicted weather conditions is 
estimated. 

After finishing this processing, the dynamic and the static grid 
is combined into a single grid. Fig. 2 depicts that grid for some re- 
gion of the Aegean Sea, namely the Cyclades Archipelagos. The to- 
tal number of grid nodes for the whole Aegean Sea is 10,0 0 0, the 
length of horizontal and vertical edges is 3 miles while the maxi- 
mum distance (long diagonal lines) between two adjacent nodes is 
equal to 6.9  miles. 

At this point, it is worth mentioning that while the Static Grid 
is only produced once for the entire area of the Aegean sea, the 
Dynamic Grid should be rebuild regularly whenever newly updated 
data are available. For instance, in our application scenario, dy- 
namic grid should be rebuild every three hours since this is the 
update rate of weather forecasts for the Aegean sea. 
4.2. Control variables 

The course of the ship is the only control variable used in our 
approach. Specifically, the ship power or equivalently the nom- 
inal speed does not change during the voyage, although there 
are routing methodologies ( Marie et al., 2009 ; Szłapczynska and 
Smierzchalski, 2009 ; Wei and Zhou, 2011 ), in which the power and 
the nominal speed are control variables. The frequent change of 
the ship speed is not recommended, especially in case of coastal 
navigation. Admittedly, ship power/speed may need to change in 
order to delay or speed up the passage through a region that cur- 
rently has or will have adverse weather conditions respectively. 
However, this can be handled by simply restarting the execution of 
the proposed algorithm giving as an input new operational param- 
eters. Moreover, changing speed in order to avoid adverse weather 
and sea conditions is more relevant in transoceanic seafaring. 

“Minimizing the fuel consumption and the risk in maritime transportation : A bi-objective
weather routing approach”
Veneti, A., Makrygiorgos, A., Konstantopoulos, C., Pantziou, G., Vetsikas, I. 2017
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Fig. 1 The grid as navigational chart

Thus, a route can be presented as:

(5)

where:
P1 = A start point of a route
Pz = B end point of a route
z – the number of points in the route  

Sailing vessel movement from Pk to another Pk+1 is determined 
by sailing condition SCk in point Pk , movement possibilities 
from Pk to Pk+1 determined by the polar diagram of a specific 
sailing vessel. 
Sailing conditions in each point Pk are determined by wind 
vector  (3) and sea state data. In this article, only wind 
vector is considered:

(6)

where: 
 – wind vector,

wk – wind velocity,
βk – true wind direction.
In the proposed model, we consider 32 possible directions of 
movement in a grid. They are all shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 Illustration of all vessel movement possibilities in a grid

A vessel’s speed in each direction, depending on wind’s 
direction and speed can be presented on a polar diagram, 
whose example is shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 Polar diagram of sailing vessel Conrad

In each point Pk there is a specific wind vector. Therefore, for 
a particular vessel polar diagram some of the movement 
directions may be eliminated due to wind’s direction and 
speed. 
Each of 32 possible movements from point Pk to Pk+1 in Fig. 2, is 
associated with a number parameters including a distance and 
vessel’s velocity. A distance is calculated according to formula 
(7), which is used for short distances only (less than 10 Nm):

(7)

As for velocity between points Pk and Pk+1, formula (8) is 
used: 

 

(8)

where:
αk,k+1 – true course from Pk to Pk+1,
βk,k+1 – relative wind direction,
γ(wk, βk,k+1) – γ function, computing velocity value of sailing 
vessel based on polar diagram for wind speed wk and direction 
βk,k+1.
Next, we obtain the sailing time t(Pk ,Pk+1) from Pk to Pk+1 
using formula (9) 

(9)
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(7), which is used for short distances only (less than 10 Nm):

(7)

As for velocity between points Pk and Pk+1, formula (8) is 
used: 

 

(8)

where:
αk,k+1 – true course from Pk to Pk+1,
βk,k+1 – relative wind direction,
γ(wk, βk,k+1) – γ function, computing velocity value of sailing 
vessel based on polar diagram for wind speed wk and direction 
βk,k+1.
Next, we obtain the sailing time t(Pk ,Pk+1) from Pk to Pk+1 
using formula (9) 

(9)

“Multi-Objective Weather Routing of Sailing Vessels.”
Życzkowski, Marcin and Rafal Szlapczynski. 2017
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the substages. The combination of the minimum route candidates is 
the final optimal route. 

2.3. Performance estimation —fuel oil consumption estimation 

The 3DDP method is a way to choose the best candidate in every 
stage, which minimizes the object function, which is generally the 

estimation of the FOC. Therefore, when the FOC estimation is realistic, it 
promises a truthful result for the route decision-making. Therefore, the 
model of the FOC of the ship is directly determined by the accuracy of 
the resistance estimation. One of the aims of this paper is to enhance the 
quality of the FOC estimation using the more precise estimation of the 
wave-added resistance considering the operation profile of the ship. 

The FOC is modeled as the function of power as in equation (1) (Kim 
and Kim, 2018). The relation between power and FOC could be defined 
using the specific fuel oil consumption rate (SFOC), which is grounded in 
engine characteristics. For the power evaluation, the overall procedure 
followed ISO 15016. 

Fuel Oil Consumption à âPowerät SFOC
1000 ⋅3600

Power à RV à TVA

(1)  

Where, R: Total Resistance V: Ship Actual Speed, t: Time, SFOC: Specific 
Fuel Oil Consumption. T: Thrust, VA: Ship Speed. 

After the estimation of power, then the amounts of fuel oil con-
sumption and CO2 emission are obtained by the Specific Fuel Oil Con-
sumption (SFOC)and emission rate that are the engine characteristics 
(Kim and Kim, 2018). MAN 12500 KW engines (2 EA), which are 
installed in 173K LNGC, are used for the modeling. Fig. 8 presents the 
SFOC and the non-dimensional amount of carbon dioxide. (see Fig. 7) 

In routing decision making, there is two way to consider the effect of 
environmental loads such as wind, wave, and current load. The first way 
is to regard the environmental loads as the source of speed loss. Kwon 
(2008) and Lu (Lu et al., 2015). Under this sense, the ship keeps the 
power then the speed of the vessel decreased as the amount of the 
additional environmental load as like equation as shown in equation (2).  

Pactual à (Rcalmá Rwindá Rwaveá Rcurrent)Vactual                                    (2) 

where Vactual àVcalm – Vspeed loss due to environment 
The second way is to keep the speed (Vtarget àVcalm) and put addi-

tional power (Penvironment) that overcome the environmental loads. In 
this research, the route decision making method speed evaluation 
adopts this way during the optimization. Therefore, this research 
regards the environmental loads are the additional power as describe in 
equation (3)  

Pcalmá Penvironmentà(Rcalmá Rwindá Rwaveá Rcurrent)Vtarget                      (3) 

where, Vtarget àVcalm: Speed Candidate. 
Consequently, this routing optimization method of this research 

regards the environmental loads as the additional cost of fuel oil 

Fig. 3. Grid system of 3DDP Routing Method.  

Fig. 4. Great circle route generation.  

Fig. 5. Stage generation.  

Fig. 6. Substage generation.  

Fig. 7. Speed candidates generation.  
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this study to mitigate the computation effort. First, large course 
changing between adjacent stages is not allowed. Second, the ship 
speed should be in the range [0.5v, 1.2v], where v is the service 
speed. Third, land crossing and sailing in limited water depth be-
tween the nodes is not allowed. Finally, some safety related factors, 
such as the harshest sea conditions that a ship is not allowed to sail as 
introduced in IMO (2007), is considered as constraints in the 
method.  

5. Calculate the cost (fuel consumption) for each individual edge. The 
edges contain the information of geographical locations and passing/ 
arrival times of both nodes, the distance between the nodes, and the 
ship speed and heading. Weather condition WðPÞ can be extracted 
based on the locations and times of nodes. In this study, the weather 
condition is chosen as encountered by the first node of an edge 
and UðP!Þ is the ship speed and heading. The cost as well as other 
output such as shaft power, effective power for the ship sailing in this 
edge can be calculated from Eq. (6). In addition, other objectives that 
can be accumulated during the voyage such as structure damage, 
crack propagation can be also added.  

6. Add the calculated data and extracted weather data as attributes to 
the edges. In this step, more constraints are considered, i.e., 

maximum engine constraint, allowed maximum encountering wave 
environment. In this study, ship motion constraints are not consid-
ered, but they could be easily implemented if the constrain condi-
tions for the target ship are known. If the data doesn’t fulfil the 
constraints, the edges are not added to the graph. 

If the 3D weighted graph generated by the proposed method is in 
high enough resolution, it can enumerate all circumstances that ship 
could encounter during her sailing voyage. The graph generation does 
require large computational effort including generating a grid of way-
points, assigning time and extracting metocean environments to the 
waypoints, as well as estimating the weight/objective function to all the 
edges (sub-paths). However, since all the information required by the 
graph generation is statically stored as matrix, parallel computation and 
matrix manipulation can be and are adopted in this method to allow fast 
simulations. 

2.3. Dijkstra’s algorithm implemented to the 3D graph system 

Dijkstra’s algorithm works in a grid/graph system by visiting sub- 
paths/edges starting from the departure node/waypoint. It follows 
two basic principles (Dijkstra, 1959): firstly, a sub-route of a shortest 
route is itself a shortest route, and secondly, with a given shortest dis-
tance x, between points A and C, a path going from point A to C through 
a third point B will always be of a distance greater than or equal to x. 

For a practical ship voyage optimization problem as shown in Fig. 2, 
let G be a grid of waypoints as the graph system from departure point 
P0via waypoints P1;jð1Þ;P2;jð2Þ ;…; PN#1;jðN#1Þ to the destination PN, 
where jðnÞ is the index of optimum passing waypoint in the n-th stage of 
the planned route. Let CPi;j denote the total cost (e.g., fuel consumption, 
damage accumulation, or time etc.) that a ship sails until the way-
point Pi;j from all waypoints of the preceded stages. Let M denote the 
number of waypoints at each stage, Δck denote the instantaneous cost 
sailing from the j-th waypoint at the preceding stage Pi#1; j to the current 
waypoint Pi;j, and the required sailing time is denoted by Δtk. The cost 
Δck can be calculated as: 

Δck ¼ f ðUðPi#1; kÞ;WðPi#1;kÞÞΔtk (9) 

The costs of sailing along different sub-paths to the current waypoint 
Pi;j can be written as 

Fig. 2. Waypoints between departure and destination.  

Fig. 3. An illustration of the 3D graph (a grid of waypoints) system for voyage 
optimization. 
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Ship weather routing

WRM : a new approach for ship weather routing

WRM running



WRM

Problem :
I departure, destination,
I a time window,
I a weather forecast,
I speed parameter : engine power level

Goal : find a route whose total cost is minimal

The idea : solve a series of simplified versions of the problem

gradually focusing on the most promising area.



WRM : simplified version of the problem

P = {p0, p1, . . . , pn} points
L = {(pi , pj), pi , pj ∈ P} legs
W= {l1, l2, . . . , lm} power level values
[tmin, tmax ] time window
F weather forecast

(P, L) : directed, acyclic.



WRM : simplified version of the problem

P = {p0, p1, . . . , pn} points
L = {(pi , pj), pi , pj ∈ P} legs
W= {l1, l2, . . . , lm} power levels
[tmin, tmax ] time window
F weather forecast

Route : 〈tdep, (u0, u1, . . . , uk), (w0,w1, . . . ,wk−1)〉
for each i , (ui , ui+1) ∈ L and wi ∈W , constant power level on each leg.



WRM : simplified version of the problem

Evaluation of crossings :

I duration(u, v ,w , t,F)
I cost(u, v ,w , t,F)

u

v

h+ δ h+ 2δh

duration and cost to cross from u to v at the date t at engine power level w ,
given the forecast F .



WRM : simplified version of the problem

Evaluation of crossings :

I duration(u, v ,w , t,F)
I cost(u, v ,w , t,F)

u

v

h+ δ h+ 2δh

P = Pidle + (Pcalm + Pwind)× Cwaves

Pcalm = c1 × v2.5

Pwind = c2 × A× s2
a × cos θa

Cwaves = f (λ, L, θw , v)

v : SOG
A : projected surface area
θa : apparent wind to ship angle
sa : apparent wind speed
λ : waves length
L : ship length
θw : waves to ship angle
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WRM : simplified version of the problem

Valid route : 〈tdep, (u0, u1, . . . , uk), (w0,w1, . . . ,wk−1)〉

satisfies
tdep ≥ tmin and tarr ≤ tmax

where tarr is the arrival date



WRM : searching a good route

Dated costs : (u, t, c)

there is a route that reaches u at date t whose cost is c

Propagation :

.

.

.

lk

u v

v , t2, c2

v , t1, c1

v , tk , ck

u, t , c

l1

l2

Combinatorial explosion : discard the dated costs that seem the
least promising.

Best route : Arrival best dated cost.



WRM : simplified version of the problem

Improvements :

I minimal arrival dates (forward exploration),
I maximal arrival dates (backward exploration),
I minimal bounds of the costs,

Number of legs evaluations :

O(|L| × |W | × K )

K : given limit of the number of dated costs for each vertex



WRM : Metaheuristic algorithm

algorithm WRM (dep, dest, tmin, tmax ,Pmin,Pmax ,F , nbruns)

π := initial parameters,
repeat nbruns times

π-generate a simplified problem P ,
solve P propagating dated costs,
update bestRoute,
update π,

end loop
return bestRoute,

I first runs : unconstrained generation,

I following runs : strengthen π parameters step by step, so as to converge towards
the most promising areas



Metaheuristic : graphs generation

Generate problem



Metaheuristic : graphs generation

Search a good route



Metaheuristic : graphs generation

Mark surrounding area



Metaheuristic : graphs generation

Generate problem



Metaheuristic : graphs generation

Search a route



Metaheuristic : graphs generation

Mark surrounding area



Metaheuristic : graphs generation

Strengthen generation parameters

I perimeter,
I time windows,
I steps and ranges of the power levels.
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WRM : Marseille-Chypre [130h, 260h]
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19h57) 57 points 141.6s

Forecast : NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), GFS atmospheric and waves
models, 384h, 3 hours intervals, resolution 0.25◦.



WRM : Marseille-Chypre [130h, 260h], shortest route

Direct route (simulation) :
I 1451.2 nautic miles,
I 128.5 hours,
I cost 4315241 (constant power

31.5kw)

Route returned by WRM :
I 1581.5 nautic miles,
I 130.0 hours (avg speed 12.2

knots),
I cost 2101399

cost at idle : 677237



WRM : Marseille-Chypre penalize bad weather conditions

wind speed ≥ 22 knots
wind heading ≤ 120◦

waves height ≥ 1.5 m
waves heading ≥ 10◦

l=1703.9NM/1394.1NM sp=16.3kn cost=3704002.4 155.5h-260.0h (104.5h) (17 mar 11h27 to 21 mar
19h59) 50 points 309.8s

l=1581.5NM/1394.1NM sp=12.2kn cost=2101399.2 130.0h-260.0h (130.0h) (16 mar 10h00 to 21 mar
19h57) 57 points 141.6s



WRM : Marseille-Chypre ECA [130h, 260h]

ECA (Emission Control Areas) : cost increase 20%
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l=1581.5NM/1394.1NM sp=12.2kn cost=2101399.2 130.0h-260.0h (130.0h) (16 mar 10h00 to 21 mar
19h57) 57 points 141.6s



WRM : Marseille-Chypre ECA [130h, 260h]
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